ĐỀ SỐ 1
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences:
1. In 2010, Ha Noi __________ its 1,000th anniversary.
A.celebrated

B.commemorated

C.worshipped

D.remembered

2. The __________ of quan ho singing has been recognised as a world heritage.
A.preservation

B.procession

C.performance

D.song

3.Tet is an occasion for family __________ in Viet Nam.
A.visitings

B.meetings

C.reunions

D.seeings

4. People burn incense to show respect to their __________ during Tet.
A.relatives
B.ancestors
C.friends
5. City drivers have to drive___________than country ones.
A. more careful

B. more careless

C. more carefully

D.neighbours

D. more carelessly

6. Most ethnic minorities live in____________areas.
A. mountainous

B. rural

C. urban

D. modern

7.___________the weather is bad , farmers still work on their fields.
A. In spite of

B. Although

C. Because of

D. However

8.The workers_________the windows for several hours.
A. has clean

B. have cleaned

C. cleaned

D. bored

9.”Do you love it?” can be abbreviated:
A.WBU

B. J4F

C. NUFF

D. DYLI

10.Tet is a long holiday.___________, it is the largest festival in Vietnam.
A. Therefore

B. Moreover

C. While

D. If

II. Supply the correct tense or form of the verb in parentheses:
1.My mother often ( make) important decisions in my family.
→…………………………………………………………….
2.My house (repair) in 2009.
→……………………………………………………………
3.I am looking forward to (see) my parents.
→…………………………………………………………….
4. In Australia, you mustn’t (comment) on a person’s accent.
→…………………………………………………………….
5.While Mary ( play) basketball in the park, she fell over.
→……………………………………………………………
III.Read the following passage and put a suitable word in each of the number blanks:
animals

- of

-

island

-

beach -

biggest

Phu Quoc is newly known as the (1)_______ tourism (2)______in Vietnam with the peaceful white
sand (3)_______from North to South along with the 99 mountains and hills and plentiful plants and
(4)_____. Being compared to the sunshine heaven, Phu Quoc is always the perfect destination for
the people who love discovering and experiencing the dreaming beauty (5)_______the nature.
1___________2____________3____________4___________5_________
IV. Choose the correct word A, B, C or D for each gap to complete the following passage:
Mid-Autumn Festival
There are hundreds of festivals in Vietnam each year. (1)_____ Tet holiday, the Mid-Autumn
festival is one of the most famous festivals and it is a traditional celebration for Vietnamese
(2)_______.
The Mid-Autumn festival is (3)________on the 15th day on the 8th lunar month(often in late
September or early October) in the middle of (4)_______and it is celebrated for a whole day. On
this day, the adults and the parents prepare a special cake called moon cake along with many
candies, jellies, grapefruit, bananas, apples, etc. The Mid-Autunm celebration is an opportunity for
(5)________members to reunite. Young people express their gratitude to the elderly.
1. A. The

B. Therefore

C. Besides

D. So

2. A. children

B. child

C. girls

D. boys

3. A. held

B. remember

C. hold

D. celebrate

4. A. spring

B. autumn

C. summer

D. winter

5. A. royal

B. club

C. school

D. family

V. Read the following passage and do the tasks below :
Tet holiday is celebrated on the first day of the Lunar New Year in Viet Nam. Some weeks before
the New Year, the Vietnamese clean their houses and paint the walls. New clothes are bought for the
occasion. One or two days before the festival, people make Banh Chung, which is the traditional
cake, and kinds of jam. On the new Year’s Eve, the whole family get together for a reunion dinner.
Every member of the family should be present during the dinner in which many different kinds of
dishes are served. On the New Year morning, the young member of the family pay their respects to
the elders. And the children receive lucky money wrapped in red tiny envelops. Then people go to
visit their neighbors, friends and relatives.
A. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences:
1. How many kinds of dishes are served in the reunion dinner ?
A. 2
B. some
C. 7
D. many
2. The children receive lucky money wrapped in ………………. tiny envelops.
A. black
B. blue
C. red
D. yellow
B. Answer the questions:
1. Is Tet holiday celebrated on the second day of the Lunar New Year in Viet Nam?
- ……………………………………………………………………….……………
2. What do the Vietnamese often do some weeks before the New Year?
-……………………………………………………………………..……………
3. Who do people often visit on Tet holiday?
- ……………………………………………………………………….……………

VI. Complete the second sentence sothat it means the same as the sentence before:
1.Nam doesn’t live with his parents any more.
→Nam used ………………………………………..
2. It’s a good idea to wear a warm coat.
→You should…………………………………………..
3. Noone in my group is more intelligent than Mary.
→Mary…………………………………………………..
4. He doesn’t like going out on cold days.
→He detests………………………………………………
5.They will build a new building near here.
→A new building…………………………………………….
VII.Rearrange the sentences using the following words:
1.The / took/ Buffalo-fighting / Festival / last/ place / in/ Do Son / Saturday/. /
……………………………………………………………………………………
2. the/ prince/ forehead/ saw/ When/ Sleeping Beauty, /he / kissed / on / her/ the /. /
……………………………………………………………………………………
3.Cinderella/ her/was/ living/ with / family/ happily/./
……………………………………………………………………………………
4.the/heritage/of/ cultural/ ethnic/ peoples/ the/ in /Viet Nam/very/ rich/ is/./
……………………………………………………………………………………
5.can/ speak/ my/ English/ most/ Ba / the/ fluently/ in / class.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
VIII. Using the suggestions below and your own knowledge, write a short paragraph (6-10
sentences) to introduce about your hometown.
Suggestions:
- Where is your hometown? What is your hometown like?
- What are specialties in your hometown?
- How are people in your hometown?
- Do you love your hometown? Why or why not?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………….…………………….

ĐỀ SỐ 2
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C, or D to complete the sentences:
1. Would you like to go ……………..a walk……………..the park this afternoon?
A. to – at
B. for – at
C. to- in
D. for- in
2. My family ……………..the traditions of cooking sticky rice on the first day of a lunar month.
A. discovers
B. allows
C. follows
D. advises
3. Life in a small town is ……………………… than that in a big city.
A. peaceful
B. much peaceful
C. less peaceful
D. much more peaceful
4. He hopes he……………..at the sea at this time next week.
A. is
B. will be
C. would be
D. was
5. When having meals with a British family, you should not chew with your……………..open.
A. hand
B. eyes
C. finger
D. mouth
6. You……………..use your mobile phone on the plane.
A. must
B. mustn’t
C. have to
D. don’t have to
7. The xoe dance is a……………..dance of the Thai people.
A. physical
B. traditional
C. material
D. practical
8. You can go to the festival……………..you can stay home.
A. and
B. so
C. or
D. but
9. ……………..nice weather today!
A. What
B. How
C. That
D. Which
10. Mr. Smith was busy;……………..he spent the whole day with his children yesterday.
A. however
B. although
C. if
D. therefore
II. Supply the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses:
1. Thirty years ago, we (not/ have)…………………….…….. mobile phones.
2. I (already/ read)…………………..……… that book about volcanoes. It’s amazing to know how
they are formed.
3. Susan did not interrupt Jim because he (talk)………………..…….. to the teacher.
4. Are you interested in (ride)…………………………..…. a horse?
5. You have (finish)………………..……. your work before having a day off.
III. Read the following passage and put a word in the box in each of the numbered blanks:
kilograms by monkeys dances believe
Monkey Buffet Festival
The Monkey Buffet Festival is one of the strangest festivals in the world. Set up in 1989
(1)………... a local businessman, it is now held annually in order to boost tourism in the Lopburi
province. It is held for the benefit of (2)………...Thousands of (3)…………... of fruits, vegetables,
cakes, and candies are placed on the tables for about 3000 monkeys in the area. The locals
(4)…………….. that monkeys bring them good fortune. This festival also hosts plenty of activities:
music and (5)……………… with monkeys, display with monkey costumes…
1………………2…….…………3………..………4………………..5………..…….
IV. Choose the correct word A, B, C or D for each gap to complete the following passage:
Viet Nam is a multi- cultural country with 54 ethnic groups living together. The Viet (or Kinh)
people account (1)…………. about 87% of the country’s population. They (2)……… inhabit the
low land and deltas. The other 53 ethnic minority groups (3)…………. scattered over mountainous
areas, from the North to the South. The ethnic groups in Viet Nam (4)…………. different
languages, yet they live close to each other. (5)…………... they are involved in cultural exchange,
they keep retaining the identity of their own culture.
1. A. at
B. in
C. for
D. about
2. A. mainly
B. primarily
C. wholly
D. particularly
3. A. is
B. are
C. was
D. be
4. A. say
B. talk
C. tell
D. speak
5. A. Although B. Because
C. If
D. Despite

V. Read the following passage to do the tasks below:
The Hue Festival is a cultural event celebrated every two years in order to honour Hue
Cultural Heritages as well as Viet Nam’s national identity. In 2000, this event got its official name
“Hue Festival” as today. In this special event, a wide variety of traditional activities are held, such
as kites playing, human chess… Performances of dances and fireworks are included. The festival
aims at promoting several kinds of arts as well, with the participation of over 40 art companies from
Viet Nam and foreign countries. From all over the world, thousands of artists gather in Hue and
demonstrate their talents throughout the city.
A. Choose the best answer:
1. There are… activities at this event.
A. few
B. some
C. no
D. a lot of
2. This festival is held……………..
A. every year
B. every two years C. once every three years D. twice every year
B. Answer the questions:
1. What is the Hue Festival celebrated for?
……………………………………………………………………………………..
2. When did this event get its name as today?
………………………………………………………………………………….….
3. Can art companies from foreign countries take part in this event?
………………………………………………………………………………………
VI. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the sentence before:
1. You are not allowed to leave the room without permission.
You mustn’t………………………………………….…………………………………..
2. It rained heavily, so the main part of the festival was delayed for an hour.
Because………………………………………….……………………………………….
3. I was travelling along Yen Stream. I took a lot of photos.
While………………………………………………………..…………………………..
4. Minh really loves to hang out with friends.
Minh really enjoys............................................................................................................
5. Mr. Lam was busy; however, he helped me a lot.
Although Mr. Lam was busy,…………………………….……………………………..
VII. Make sentences using the given words and phrases given:
1. My family/ have/ custom/ eat/ dinner/ 7 p.m/ everyday/./
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. You/ not/ have/ tip/ this country/./
………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. The xoe dance/ be/ tradition/ Thai people/./
………………………………………………………………………………..……………..
4. Tet/ be/ most important/ festival/ Viet Nam/./
…………………………………………………………………………………..………….
5. While/the boy/ walking/ along the street/ met/ accident/./
…………………..………………………………………………..………………………….
VIII. Write a short paragraph (60- 80 words) about a festival you have joined or you know.
You can use the clue questions:
1. What is the name of the festival?
2. Where and when does it take place?
3. What are the activities?
4. How is the atmosphere there?
5. How are the people?
6. What do you like most?
7. How do you feel?

ĐỀ SỐ 3
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences:
1. In some areas, when you meet old people , you………… take off your hat to greet them and
show your respect.
A. should
B. shouldn’t
C. don’t have to
D. have to
2. Lang Lieu couldn’t buy any special food……………… he was very poor.
A. although
B. when
C. while
D. because
3. ………..the other sons were looking for special foods, he was making Chung cake and Day cake.
A. Although
B. Even though
C. While
D. Because
4. Tet is an occasion for family…………. in Viet Nam.
A. visiting
B. meeting
C. seeing
D. reunions
5. People in the countryside live ……………… than those in the city.
A. happy
B. happily
C. more happily
D. less happy
6. Lac Long Quan missed his life in the sea; ………….., he took 50 sons back there.
A. therefore
B. however
C. morever
D. otherwise
7. While I……… the perfoprmance, I met one of old friends.
A. watched
B. was watching
C. watch
D. am watching
8. She is ________ singer I’ve ever met.
A. bad
B. badly
C. worse
D. the worst
9. Mary adores ________ with her best friend, Susan during the weekend.
A. to hang out B. hang out
C. hanging out
D. to hanging out
10. ________ does Hoa Ban festival take place?- In Lai Chau
A. Where
B. When
C. What
D. How
II. Supply the corect tense or form of the verb in parentheses:
1. Since I moved to the new house, I (not have)………………….. any contacts with those friends.
2. My mother enjoys (make) ________________ ham and spring rolls at Tet.
3. The students ( run) ……………… around the school yard at eight o’clock yesterday morning.
4. My house (repaint) ………………. next month.
5. We should (respect) _____________________ to the old people
III. Read the following passage and put a word in the box in each of the numbered blanks:
interests

listening

Doing

with

sport

Swedish teenagers enjoy (1)……….. to music and hanging out
(2)…………friends,
just like most children around the world. Everyone is encourageed to develop his or her own
(3)……….. . Singing and playing a musical instrument are popular leisure activities. According to
a govement website, almost one in three Swedish children aged 13-14 play an instrument in their
spare time. (4)………. sports is also encouraged. 68 per cent of 13 to 15 year-old are members of
sport club. Football is the most popular (5)………… among both girls and boys. Then comes riding
for girls. Boys prefer football, swimming and ice hockey.
1…………… 2……………… 3……………… 4…………… 5……………
IV. Choose the correct word A, B, C or D for each gap to complete the following letter :
Hi Nick,
Great to receive your email. Because you'll be here soon. I’d like to share with you my family
customs and traditions. Well, we have the customs (1)……….. spending Saturdays together. You
may ask why not Sundays. It’s simple because my mum works on Sundays. On Saturdays, we
always (2)…………. out. Sometimes we visit our grandparents in Vung Tau. Sometimes we go on
a (3)…………….. in the park or nearby beauty spot.

You asked me about the Tet holiday, right? There is a (4)……… that we make cake and cook
braised pork and eggs ( thịt kho trứng). Tet is similar to Chung cake in Ha Noi, but it is long, not
square. Braised pork and eggs is traditional (5)……… for Tet. It’s so delicious! When you come
here, my mum will cook it for you.
What about your family? Share with me the customs and traditions you follow.
1. A. for
B of
C. in
D.on
2. A. say
B. put
C. camp
D. go
3. A.trip
B. picnic
C. thing
D. day
4. A. tradition
B. customs
C. thing
D. regulation
5. A. thing
B. taste
C. dish
D. fam
V. Read the following passage about Hoi An and do the task blow:
The ancient town of Hoi An lies on the Thu Bon River, more than 30 kilometers to the south of
Da Nang. Occupied by early western trades, Hoi An was one of the major old-time commercial
ports of South Asia in the 16th century. Hoi An is famous for old temples, pagodas, tiled-roof houses
and narrow streets. Tourists can visit the relics of Sa Huynh and Cham Civilizations. They can also
enjoy the beautiful scenery of the Thu Bon River, Cua Dai Beach, etc. In recent years, Hoi An has
become a very popular tourist destination in Viet Nam. Importantly, the committee of the World
Heritages of UNESCO officially certified Hoi An a World Heritage Site in 1999.
A.True (T) or False (F)
Statements

T

1.Hoi An was one of the major old – time commercial ports of South Asia in
the 16th century.
2.Hoi An has never become a pupular tourist destination in Viet Nam.
B. Answer the questions below:
1.Is the ancient town of Hoi An located on the Thu Bon River in the south of Da Nang?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.What is Hoi An famous for ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What can tourists visit in Hoi An?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
VI. Rearrange the words and phrases given to make meaning full sentences:
1.Thanks / technology/ , /now/can/for/preserve/our/to/culture/future/we/generations/./
………………………………………………………………………………………….
2.Vietnamese /plan/activities/ famylies/ around/ their/ children/on/many/their/special/days/./
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
3.One /popular /the/is/the/Hung Kings/Temple/festivals/in/most/festival/of/Viet Nam/./

F

………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4.In/country/our/,/government/always/the/care/takes/of/people’slife/the/,/the/groups/ethnic/especiall
y/./
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. Nowadays/are/using/more/for/villagers/motorcycles/of/instead/riding/or/a/horse/walking/
transport/./
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
VII. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the sentence before :
1. No one in my family can speak English more fluently than my father.
-> My father can ……………………………………………………………………
2. He is interested in getting up early on cold days.
-> He enjoys ……………………………………………………………………….
3. We moved to Ha Noi five years ago.
-> We have………………………………………………………………………….
4. I usually went fishing when I lived in the countryside.
-> I used ……….……….……….…………….……….……….……….……….
5. It is not good for your health if you eat too much red meat.
-> You shouldn’t …………………………………………………………………….……..
VIII. Make sentences using the words and phrases given :
1. It/such/difficult/question/all/students/can/not/answer/it/./
…………………………..…………………………..…………………………………………
2. Because/film/so/boring/,/I/feel/asleep/./
…………………………..…………………………..…………………………………………
3. If/you/take/exercise/regularly/,/you/stay/shape/./
…………………………..…………………………..……………………………….................
4. In spite of/ be/strong/,/he /can/not/move/that/stone/./
…………………………..…………………………..………………………………………….
5. We / just / take / part / the Mid -Autumn Festival /./
…………………………..…………………………..………………………………..................

ĐỀ SỐ 4
I .Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete each sentence.
1. While I ____________the performance, I met one of my old friends.
A. watched
B. was watching
C. watch
D. am watching
2. You should buy the blue sweater. It suits you ___________than the red one.
A. good
B. well
C. better
D. the best
3. The ____________ of quan ho singing has been recognized as a world heritage.
A. preservation
B. procession
C. song
D. performance
4. Saint Giong was unable to talk, smile, or walk ___________ he was three years old.
A. even though
B. because
C. while
D. if
5. It’s a rule, so everyone ____________strictly follow it.
A. doesn’t have to B. shouldn’t
C. has to
D. should
6. The 54 ethnic peoples of Vietnam are___________, but they live peacefully.
A. similar
B. unlike
C. diverse
D. like
7. I detest ___________ so early in the morning.
A. get up
B. getting up
C. gets up
D. to get up
8. Both my brother and I help ____________ our family’s goats. We feed them on the pastures by
the edge of the village.
A. herds
B. to herd
C. herding
D.to herding
9. Lang Lieu couldn’t buy any special food___________he was very poor.
A. although
B. when
C. while
D. because
10. The girl was crying when a fairy____________
A. appears
B. was appearing
C. appeared
D.is appearing
II . Supply the corect tense or form of the verb in parentheses
1. Peter ____________ football yesterday. (play)
2. When I came, the whole family _________ dinner around a big dining table. (have)
3. Children should_____________ things from adults with both hands. (take)
4. My father and I __________ up at 5 o’clock every morning. (get)
5.We ____________________ to Hung King Festival since last Sunday. (go)
III. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word from the box to complete the passage.
worship
celebrate
However
preparation
traditional
Tet is the biggest festival in Viet Nam. It takes place in the first lunar month of the year; it’s a
time for family reunion. To (1) _____________ Tet, Vietnamese people make many tasty
(2)______________ foods. The most important food includes Chung cakes, sausages, boiled chicken,
spring rolls, and sticky rice. Chung cake is made of sticky rice, pork, green beans and other spices,
wrapped in the green leaves; therefore, this cake needs a lot of (3) _____________. This cake can be
kept for a long time, even though the weather is often humid during Tet. Other significant food that
can’t be missed to (4) ______________ the ancestors are sausages, spring rolls and sticky rice. Because
sausages are difficult to make, people often buy them from famous suppliers. (5) _____________,
sticky rice and spring rolls are easier to prepare and must be served immediately after they are cooked,
so they are often made at home.
IV. Choose the correct word for each blank in the following passage.
Spring is a time when there are many festivals in our country. Among them, Hoa Ban
Festival is the most beautiful and interesting and it takes place in Lai Chau. It is typical of the
(1)………life of the Thai people. In the second lunar month of the year, when it (2) ……..warmer
and hoa ban - a kind of beautiful flower in the northwest mountainous area - blossoms, Hoa Ban
Festival is (3)………... This is a great time for everyone, (4) …………… for boys and girls. The
boy (4)………… the most beautiful flower and gives it to his girlfriend. This is not only a time for
love but also for the Thai people to (5)………..for good crops, for happiness, and express their
special thanks to the Gods and ancestors. The festival is always full of songs and prayers.
1. A .minor
B. cultural
C. custom
D. festival

2. A. gets
B. goes
C. comes
D. runs
3. A. seen
B. arranged
C. observed
D. celebrated
4. A. largely
B. especially
C. generally
D. typically
5. A. ask
B. look
C. pray
D. call
V. Read the following passage and do the tasks below.
Once upon a time there was a young girl called Cinderella. Cinderella was living happily
with her family when her mother died. Her father married an evil widow with two daughters.
Cinderella’s stepmother and two stepsisters mistreated her. She had to wear old clothes and work
hard while the sisters wore fancy clothes and had fun. A good witch helped Cinderella. She turned
Cinderella’s old dress into a beautiful gown. Cinderella went to a party and a handsome prince
politely invited her to dance with him. He fell in love with her and wanted to find out who she was.
Cinderella left the party in a hurry and didn’t tell the prince her name. but she left a glass slipper,
and the prince used that to find her. They got married and lived happily ever after.
A. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences
1. Cinderella was __________ happily with her family when her mother died.
A. lived
B. live
C. living
D. to live
2. The prince got married to the girl __________ fitted the left glass slipper.
A. who
B. which
C. what
D. to live
B. Answer the questions.
1. What did Cinderella’s father do when his wife died?
………………………………………………………………………………………
2. How did Cinderella’s stepmother and two stepsisters treat her?
………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What happened in the end?
……………………………………………………………….………………………
VI Complete each sentence so it means the same as the sentence above.
1. Cats can not swim as well as dogs.
→ Dogs can swim…………………………………………………………
2. Minh really loves to hang out with friends.
→ Minh really enjoys................................................................................
3. Playing beach games is very interesting.
→ It is........................................................................................................
4. He uses all his free time to look after his garden.
→ He spends..............................................................................................
5. The red car is more expensive than the black one.
→ The black car ….……….……….……….……….……….………………
VII. Make sentences using the words and phrases given
1. Tippping/ not/ custom/ Viet Nam/ so/ you/ not/ have/ tip/ if/ don’t want/.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2. In Brazil/ standard/ tip/ in/ restaurant/ be 10 percent.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. The xoe dance/ performed/ the boys and girls/ the hamlets.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4. We/ have/take/ shoes/ when/ we/ inside/pagoda.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
5. Life/ the countryside/ changed/ a lot/ the/ ten /years.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
VIII. Write a paragraph about a fairy tale you have read. Write 70- 80 words.
You should write about:
- What the story is about

- Who the main characters in the story are
- What happened in the story
- What the meaning of the story is
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………...….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..……………………………………………………………………..

ĐỀ SỐ 5
I. Circle the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the following sentences.
1.

Five-colour ______ rice is made using roots and leaves.
A. sticky

2.

B. stick

C. dish

D. delicious

2. People make specialties only ______ special occasions.
A. on

3.

B. at

C. in

D. by

People burn incense to show respect to their _____ during Tet.
A. procession

4.

B. relatives

C. ancestors

D. neighbors

Loading the rice is ___________ than I expected.
A. more easy

B. much difficult

C. more easilyD. easier

5. You.................. use your mobile phone on the plane.
B. have to C. mustn’t

A. don't have to

D. must

6. The Lolo women’s dress is among ……most striking styles of clothing worn by ethnic peoples.
A. a

B. the

C. an

D. Ø

7. Tam is a beautiful girl; ___________, she’s kind- hearted.
A. therefore

B. however

C.otherwise

D. moreover

8. In my family, all the traditions of our ancestors are _______ followed.
A. strict

B. stricty

C. strictly

D. strictness

II. Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence.
1. We speak English more fluentnow than last year.
A

B

C

D

2. Was you studyingMathsat 5 pm yesterday ?
A

B

C

D

3. I don't like this performancealthoughit's too boring
A

B

C

D

4. In Australia, you mustn’t tocomment on a person’s accent.
A

B

C

D

III. Give the correct form of the words in CAPITAL to complete the sentences.
1. There are many interesting things about the cultural groups of Vietnam at the museum of
…………………………....

ETHNIC

2. Aodai is our ................................dress. We wear it every Monday at school.

TRADITION

3. My close friend gave me a .............................present on my birthday. I like it so much.
WONDER
IV. Give the correct form of verbs in the brackets.

1. Teenagers fancy (socialize)…………….……………… with their friends.
2. When I return home from school, I am keen on (play) ............................badminton with my
brother.
3. The phone rang while Tom (take) ………………………………………. a shower in the
bathroom.
4. When my grandma (be) ...................................a small child, she (have to)
........................................ look after her younger brothers and sisters at home.
V. Complete the passage with the words in the box. Then answer the questions.
Learning

clothing

both

also

Yoga originates in India and it is good for (1) ……………………. your body and mind. Anyone
can do yoga- women or men, adults or children.Special children’s classes are devised to help them
to cope with pressures they feel from their schoolwork. By (2) ……………………. how to coordinate breathing and movement, yoga helps them to develop body awareness, self-control, and
flexibility. Taking up yoga (3) ……………………. helps them to focus and become better with
daily routines. Start doing yoga by setting aside a regular time for it. Go slowly, listen to your body
and don’t push it too far because yoga is not a competitive sport. Study each pose and practice it as
you control your body and mind. Prepare well before each session: avoid tight (4) …………………
and a full stomach. An ideal time to do yoga is before breakfast.
5. Where does yoga come from?
……………………………………………………………
6. Who can do yoga?
……………………………………………………………
7. Why should children do yoga too?
……………………………………………………………
8. Should we do yoga right after meals ?
……………………………………………………………
VI. A) Combine each pair of sentences to make one sentence, using the words given in
brackets.
1. A businessman travels more expensively than a tourist.

(cheaply)

→ ……………………………………………………………………….…………
2. We hold traditional festivals every year. They are costly .

(although)

→ ……………………………………………………………………….…………
3. I was in England. I was lucky to join the Glastonbury Festival.

(While)

→ ……………………………….……………………………….………

4. At the Mid-Autumn festival, kids can sing and dance, so they like it very much. (because)
→ ……………………………….……………………………………….………
B- Rearrange the words to make meaningful sentences. You don’t need to change the words.
1. her / enjoys / time / coins / in / collecting / Nga / free/ .
..............................................................................................................................
2. are / in / ethnic groups / There/ Viet Nam / 54 / .
..............................................................................................................................
3. all / a computer / problems/ in / Sitting / front / health / day / cause /of / can/.
..............................................................................................................................
4. minorities/ still/ traditional/ Some / life / in / ways / mountains / their / the / keep / of /.
..............................................................................................................................

